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Book reference: p 63-65

ACTIONAL CONNECTIONS & OBJECTIVE CTAs
Emotional Connections are your
‘moods’ + your real feelings…
Objective CTAs are the ideal results
you want from your viewer…
Actional Connections help you
‘perform’, so you can evoke real
feelings in the viewer…
Every Performer has a driving objective what they want another character to do, feel
or say on stage. Video presenters need a
clear objective of what they want their
audience to do / feel / say when watching a clear reaction you want from them, an
answer to their “What’s In It For Me?”
(WIIFM) – it’s your Call to Action = CTA.
Plan for your video CTA Action, so you
know what you want from your viewer
(your video WIIFM?) and connect it to your
viewer WIIFM - why they are watching?
How you do is your Actional Connection
driving verb – how will you get buy in?
Linking this to your emotional connection
enables you to get what you want without
making it seem pushy, overly-salesy or
unnatural. Simply know that you CAN affect
your viewer by…

Creating Your Objective CTAs + Actional Connections
Think about them for a specific video idea you have…
1. WHY I want to connect = my WIIFM (what’s in it for me) = I will get… my Call to Action (CTA)?
= My CTA Objective

2. WHAT my viewer will get from watching me? How I help/serve/provide for them?
= Their WIIFM Objective

3. HOW I evoke a reaction is the ‘conceptualised’ verb I can DO to them… to make them feel + act?
= My Actional Connection

Aim to connect conceptualisation + feelings to make enough impact to effect an action to act.

Strong Objectives + Actional Connections drive the result!
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The Objective CTA + Actional Connections Online A&E

My Actional Connection List
I CAN ……………………………………………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………
 inspire
 buy / sell
 dazzle
 encourage
 contradict
 change
 beg
 tease
 energise
 astound
 bamboozle

 outrage
 shock
 empower
 mystify
 revive
 challenge
 drill
 thrill
 enthuse
 daze
 thrill

 shame
 restrain
 plead
 control
 influence
 torment
 electrify
 astonish
 empower
 direct
 enlighten

 command
 bemuse
 cajole
 tease
 demand
 rouse
 uplift
 baffle
 intrigue
 excite
 dominate

 bewitch
 humour
 prepare
 entreat
 reproach
 flatter
 stimulate
 amuse
 rouse
 overwhelm
 confuse

 smash
 decree
 charge
 coax
 instruct
 prime
 engross
 fascinate
 stir
 WOW!
*

*Add your own words to grow your list - use your thesaurus to find strong affecting verbs!

Know you can affect your audience & you WILL create an effect in them.
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